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Unga Bunga Metrics

Introduction
The days when most executive recruiters rejected metrics and analytics are long gone.
The idea that data is a distraction or an unreliable indicator of performance went the
way of the dinosaurs, and thank goodness for that.
In today’s world, it’s widely accepted that metrics are a critical component of
management, whether you lead a thousand-strong salesforce or man a solo desk
working out of your home office.
But knowing that we should employ metrics doesn’t mean that we necessarily do. Or
employing them, we may not be using them right, reducing their value in exchange only
for added frustration.
I’ll cut to the chase: metrics can and should be easy.
“Easy” is the key that unlocks their depth and true value to you and your business.
But what if your experience is that metrics are difficult, complicated, or require too
much math? What if you just don’t know where to start? That’s OK. This guide is for
you.
You’re not alone. I’ve met countless recruiters frustrated by metrics and ready to give up
on them, or who already have. I can’t blame them either. If you’re not getting any value
out of something or if the cost far outweighs the benefit, why continue to invest in it?
Here’s the truth when it comes to metrics:
The easier they are, the more valuable they are.
The simpler they are, the more meaningful they are.
It’s taken me many brain-breaking years to discover that truth. I mean, look around. We
live in a strange, complex world. I don’t know about you, but I spend most of the day in
an ongoing state of confusion. So why wouldn’t using metrics be any different?
Well, we humans have the tendency to overcomplicate things. We overthink them. We
make metrics hard when they don’t have to be.
Metrics are just numbers. If you can count, you can do metrics. You don’t need to be
good at math. You don’t even need to be particularly smart. In fact, if you’ve read this far
and understood what’s written, you’ve got everything you need.
Have doubts? Good. I’m glad you’re not an easy sell. It’s now my job to not only prove
that everything you’ve read so far is true, but to get you started using metrics in a
simple, straightforward, stress-free fashion. To that end, I’ve written a parable.
Because, when done right, metrics are so simple, even a caveman can understand
them….
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Meet Trog
Trog is a caveman, or was one, to be accurate. Trog lived in a time long after the world
thawed and life grew abundant, but still well before anyone had figured out how to work
the land or manage the growth of wheats and grains. Speaking of food, even around
15,000 years ago many men preferred a good ibex steak over the foraged, ancient
version of a salad. Trog was no exception.
And so, whenever Trog was motivated enough (read: “hungry”), he’d get up early and
take his trusty spear out on a hunt. Some days he’d return home and feast. Other days
he went to bed hungry and a little afraid.
Trog led a prehistoric bachelor’s
lifestyle. On the days he wasn’t
actually stalking his dinner, he
spent time capturing it
figuratively in murals – the
animal paintings covering the
walls of his cave. Modern man
would consider them primitive,
but we’d be wrong. They were
quite good. Better than anything
you could probably do under
similar circumstances, so give the
guy some credit.
Trog fit the bill of an artistic
recluse; he lived, hunted, and
painted alone and liked it that
way. Most of the personal contact
he had with living beings (those
he wasn’t trying to eat) came
from his friendship with a mangy
canine who visited regularly. This
creature seemed keen on getting
Trog’s attention with pointed ears and vigorous tail-wagging.
That said, there was a point when Trog had gone far too long on an empty stomach and
he’d considered eating his furry companion. But even as he raised and aimed his spear,
the tail-wagging only grew more excited, as if they were playing a new game. Trog
relented, and they’d been friends since. He even named the creature: “Dog.”
Trog and Dog. It would be easy to remember that way.
Life, while not easy, was at least simple. That is, until the day Trog met Bertha.
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Caveboy Meets Cavegirl
Women have turned men’s worlds
upside down since the beginning of
time. Just when you think you’ve got
everything figured out, along she – that
gloriously bewildering she – comes
along to put the very purpose of your life
into question.
Suddenly, nothing else matters much,
and anything that does is ultimately
dedicated to her. You awaken in the
morning not because your day has
begun, but because the new sun will be shining on her. You eat not so much to quell the
pangs of hunger but to quiet them, that they might not distract you so from thoughts of
her. You paint not to complete the masterpiece that, protected from the elements, will
surely endure millennia and awe generations to come, but because your artwork might
catch her fancy for a fleeting moment.
Bertha was indeed impressed with Trog’s paintings – she’d heard rumors of a man who
captured the spirits of animals on walls. But she found the state of his health much less
impressive. She took one look at the skinny shape of Trog and Dog and with a wordless
sigh of disapproval, went on her way, intrigued but wise to the way of the world.
Paintings, while pretty, won’t fill an empty stomach.
Trog watched Bertha recede into the distance and felt a tectonic shift within. He looked
upon himself and his furry friend with new eyes, pained but resolute. He would do
whatever necessary to win her over, and he had an idea of what that was.
The next time Bertha laid eyes upon them, he decided, Trog and Dog would be positively
plump.

Trog Gets Serious
If Trog was to demonstrate his ability to provide for a mate
and family, he needed to prove he could not only fend for
himself, but actually live and eat well. His charge was to
become a successful hunter whose efforts yielded a surplus of
meat, his skill visible in his physique. But like all of us hoping
to turn a new leaf, his motivation outstripped his knowledge
and experience, and his initial attempts ended in frustration.
Trog’s first instinct was that if you want to be more successful
in an endeavor, spend more time doing it. So, the day after
Bertha’s rejection, he committed himself to awakening every
day at dawn and hunting till dusk fell, or until he’d speared
more game than he could drag back to his cave.
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With a beginner’s energy and optimism, he and Dog set out on the first day of their new
life. They rushed about visiting all the usual watering holes and game trails but didn’t
encounter any prey. They returned home at dusk, unsuccessful, but also unconcerned.
They’d had unlucky days in the past. Consistency was key.
On the second day they visited not only the usual spots, but even ventured out beyond
their regular stomping grounds. Alas, the tribes of ibex were nowhere to be seen. They
returned to the cave with empty hands and empty stomachs.
A renewed sense of urgency and determination powered Trog through day three.
Hunger pangs now added to the chorus of motives driving him forward. After two
unlucky days, he needed to catch a break to sustain both himself and his dream. Every
day they went without eating, they grew weaker, and worse, skinnier.
And on the third day, it seemed
they’d hit the jackpot. Two
families of ibex at the watering
hole! Dog charged the larger
group, as Trog attempted to
flank the smaller one fleeing
their surprise attack. He flung
his spear with wild abandon
...once…twice…three times, only
to strike dirt! Panting and
defeated, the duo watched their
intended meals deftly hop away,
up and across boulders
impassable to the hapless
hunters.
Trog plopped down onto the dirt
and sat a few moments, sullen
and glum. This wasn’t his first
failed hunt, but the first time it
felt like it meant something.
That was both good and bad. It’s good to have meaning in your life, a reason for what
you’re doing beyond yourself. But it also raises the stakes, and a failure is no longer a
short-term delay, but a life-changing setback.
Or was it? Trog sat thinking and petting a hungry but affectionate Dog. He knew the sun
had risen and set three times since he set out on his mission, and it felt like a lifetime.
But really, it was only three days. And the only difference between three days “now” and
three days “before” was his expectations. He’d gone three days without a kill on many
occasions, and yet here he was, still alive and relatively well.
It was time to start over. No more rushing. No more overdoing it. No more running
about.
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Trog needed to get smart about his hunting. He needed a new approach. Hunting more
made sense but driving himself into exhaustion didn’t. He needed a way to increase his
success without killing himself in the process.
He needed a system.

Trog Builds a System
For starters, he needed sustenance. Hunting was high-risk, high-reward. If he
succeeded, he ate well for a couple of days. But if he failed, he exhausted himself.
Foraging, on the other hand, was much less costly in terms of energy, but yielded a
lower return. However, it would meet his needs for now.
Chewing on some fruits, berries, and edible roots, Trog looked upon his cave wall. On
one section he always painted a small figure representing his kills out of both pride and
gratitude. But he learned nothing from marking only his successes.
In fact, he felt he had little control over whether his spear struck its intended target.
That always seemed a little magical, and even getting the chance to spear something
entailed a lot of work. He had more control over how many times he threw his spear, but
even that required that he get close enough to a target, something also not completely in
his control. To get close enough, he had to find the damn thing in the first place.
At the end of the day, all Trog really had control over was how many times per day he
checked a watering hole, game trail, or pasture frequented by the ibex.
But this started to make sense. Looking for targets eventually led to finding them, which
in turn gave him the opportunity to stalk them. If he got within range – close enough to
take aim - that gave him the chance to throw his spear, which, hopefully, would strike
down his next meal. Upon his wall he would mark every time any of the above things
occurred.
Visits -> Targets Identified -> Targets-in-Range -> Throws -> Kills
Thus was born the world’s first-ever metrics system.

Trog Trains
Despite newfound vigor spurred by his invention, and a burning desire to rush back into
the wilderness, Trog was loath to risk another burnout day and fall further behind. He
would split his time between foraging, hunting, and training with his spear.
It made sense to train in the mornings. It warmed him up and would prepare him
physically and mentally for the hunt. A double leader tree grew not far from his cave.
Between the trunks Trog tied two vines, one about a foot higher than the other. Training
consisted of chucking the spear through the target, then gradually trying again from a
5
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longer distance. If he missed, he stepped forward. If he succeeded, he took a step back.
Incremental progress was the name of this game. And when he grew bored, he
challenged himself to throw the spear on target while standing on one foot or even when
running.
While all this was great for practicing his technique and improving his aim, ibex were
moving targets. Trog felt good about the investment of effort, but knew that to get good
at hunting, he needed to actually hunt.

Trog Starts Small
Much as it’s a bit pointless to stand too far from his target, so too would be trying to visit
too many hunting spots on a given day. He knew of quite a few and could easily burn
through his energy rushing from one to the next trying to hit them all.
So, at first, rather than set an expectation for how many visits he’d make on a given day,
he simply took count. After his training, he packed some food and planned out his route.
He would walk at a decent pace and simply see how far he got.
A few days of this revealed that six pastures, four watering holes, and two game trails
were in walking distance, but that he could only check four of them before sunset. That
became his goal, his minimum: four visits per day. He’d rotate through the 12.
He had almost complete control over visiting those spots, except of course on the days
the sky darkened, water fell from above, and great calamitous clashes shook the earth.
Those days were terrifying and no caveman in his right mind would set foot outside. But
most days, there was simply no excuse not to visit four good hunting spots.
And so he did. Every morning he set out and every evening he returned and marked his
wall with as many ticks as visits he’d made. Some days he pushed himself for five. Other
days he got distracted and only marked two or three. But so long as he averaged four, he
knew he was doing well.
But what of Targets Identified, Targets-in-Range, Throws, and Kills? How many did he
actually need?

Trog Looks at the Big Picture
Trog wasn’t sure what he needed to succeed, only what he could control. Would the
growing number of tick marks on his wall ever get him to his life’s goal, a place in
Bertha’s heart?
Despite his precocious intellect, a direct relationship between Targets Identified and
impressing Bertha seemed hard to draw. He looked at the steps in between and decided
to work his way backwards.
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Kills <- Throws <- Targets -in-Range <- Targets Identified <- Visits
He supposed that if he and Dog ate well for three months straight, their physiques
would improve considerably. He also knew that the well-cooked meat of an ibex would
last about three days wrapped up and stored in a cool spot of his cave. So, to eat well for
a week, he really only needed two kills.
Reviewing his tick marks, it was taking him about four throws to spear one ibex. He
wasn’t pleased with that number but continued the exercise. He only had one spear, so
even when he acquired a target, he would only throw the spear if he felt there was a
reasonable chance he could hit his mark. So, it wasn’t one-to-one, but looking at his
tally, it was better than two-to-one. It was about three Targets-in-Range to yield two
Throws. His brain was starting to hurt at this point, so he found a space to paint that on
the wall and continued.
His approach to stalking a target was improving with all the regular practice he was
putting in. But he still had to identify about three targets to sneak up and acquire one of
them. What did all this mean?
To get two kills a week, he’d need to throw his spear eight times (four-to-one).
1 kill out of 4 throws * 8 total throws = 2 kills
To throw his spear 8 times, he’d need to acquire 12 targets (three-to-two).
2 throws out of every 3 targets-in-range * 12 targets-in-range = 8 throws
To acquire 12 targets, he’d need to identify 36 (three-to-one).
1 target-in-range out of every 3 identified * 36 identified = 12 targets-in-range
Thirty-six targets a week! He’d connected the dots and that’s what he needed. It was a
little higher than what he was averaging right now, but it was within reach. And most
importantly, if any of the numbers in his calculations improved with practice, especially
the Throws to Kills, he wouldn’t even need 36!
He would redouble his training efforts to better his aim and started to devise a method
to improve his stalking as well. Maybe he could teach Dog to sit and stay in one place
while he tried to sneak up on the good boy without him noticing...

Trog Gets the Girl
As the weeks passed, Trog was so immersed in his efforts and so focused on his mission
that he didn’t even notice Bertha in the distance watching him curiously from time to
time. She saw the intensity of his training and how seldom he passed the day lounging.
She especially noticed when he arrived at his cave hefting a fresh carcass. That was
happening more often.
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The numbers don’t lie, and neither did Trog’s stomach. His efforts were paying off, and
the more he succeeded, the easier it felt. Eating as well as he was powered him through
the day. His energy flowed and his muscles grew. He felt confident as his skills
sharpened with training and practice. And, while his hunt didn’t yield a kill every day,
he knew what was most important of all: to keep visiting the water holes, the game
trails, and the pastures. That’s what he lived by, and that’s how he’d win.
The summer passed, and one cool autumn evening, Trog and Dog sat happily by the fire
feasting on the day’s kill, when they were startled by a rustling sound outside the cave.
Dog barked and Trog grabbed his spear to investigate. He stepped outside cautiously
and his eyes adjusted in the dark to see a smiling Bertha. Relieved, but also suddenly
nervous, he grunted a prehistoric hello. Bertha fluttered her eyes. She motioned, as
she’d done before, that she wanted to look at his wall paintings. They stepped into the
cave together.
Bertha felt like she’d stepped into a different cave. The walls were covered in ugly tick
marks! Had Trog gone mad? Seeing her confusion, Trog directed her to one section of
the wall where he marked his kills with a figure of the ibex. There were nearly three
dozen. And then he pointed to the corner of the cave where he’d stored the cooked meat
of not just one, but two fresh ibex.
It was then Bertha made the connection. She glanced at Dog. He was plump and cuter
than ever. Then she glanced down at Trog’s belly. He actually had something of a
paunch now. And she was pleased.
She motioned toward the raw
meat near the fire. Trog,
misunderstanding her intent,
went to cook her a piece, but she
reached out and lightly grabbed
his arm, stopping him in his
stride. After lingering a moment
to look into his eyes, she stepped
over to the meat, sat down by the
fire, and started cooking it
herself for all of them. Trog felt a
deep joy in his heart, for he knew
what that meant.
Bertha would be staying a while.
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Meet Joe
Fast forward 15 millennia, give or take.
Joe is a modern man living in an age
when everything seems incredibly
complex. A virtuous cycle of
technological advancement has
transformed the world around him
dramatically even in the relatively
short span of his own life. Yet he, like
his prehistoric ancestor 500+
generations removed, remains
remarkably simple.
As Trog’s direct descendent, Joe’s Ychromosome is actually identical, but
(and ladies, I know you’ll agree with
this) the commonalities don’t stop there. Their needs, interests, desires, and approach to
life are more similar than they are different. Shelter, security, a creative outlet, personal
growth, friendship, love, and most important of all, food. Preferably steak. What more
does a man – or woman for that matter – of any era need?
Why then is Joe so confused about how to succeed and get what he wants in life?
Well, if Trog can do it, so can he. Let’s help him figure out a few things, starting with
metrics.

Hunting vs. Headhunting
Is there that much of a difference between how Trog survived and how Joe makes a
living? Not especially. There’s added complexity in that Trog never had to care about
what the ibex wanted. He never had to sit down with one and ask how happy it was in its
current position or if it’s considering a move. There was no delving into its employment
history or considering its career goals. Ibex generally don’t have non-competes.
Trog dealt with animals. Joe deals with people. But that doesn’t mean his work can’t be
captured in a simple, straight-forward system, one he can understand and follow as a
path to success. We can build it with him in the same fashion as Trog. Consider this:
$$ = Meals
Placements = Kills
Interviews/Send Outs = Throws
Ever heard someone say, “you eat what you kill”? For Trog that was true - literally. For
Joe it’s true, figuratively. The food he puts on his table is purchased with the money he
makes from his placements. To make a placement, he doesn’t throw a spear, but he does
9
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send out a candidate on an interview. Outside of prepping and debriefing, what happens
next is kind of out of his control, but he hopes for the best.
With training and practice, Joe can improve his aim, which is to say, his candidate’s
talents will better meet the employer’s needs, and the employer’s offer will better meet
the candidate’s needs. Under those circumstances, the placement is all but guaranteed,
like a spear through the heart.

The Other Big Difference
Throws aren’t all there is to spear hunting, and send outs aren’t all there is to
headhunting. Most recruiters only track their send outs, placements, and fees ($$), but
the steps that come earlier in the process will empower Joe’s system. Consider this:
Submittals or Match-And-Presents (MAPs) = Targets-in-Range
Candidates & Job Orders = Targets Identified
Conversations = Visits
An additional complexity of recruiting that Trog never faced – nor do even most
salespeople in the world today – is that not only does Joe have to sell his service to the
hiring company, he must also sell the opportunity to a candidate. That’s pretty unique to
our profession. Those who sell software don’t have to go out and find a program that’s
interested in changing jobs.
In executive recruiting, the buyer and the “product” both need to be on board. So, Joe
needs to identify two different types of targets and match them: candidates and job
orders.
Where the parable holds true is that just like visiting watering holes and game trails, all
of Joe’s progress is made possible by conversations; conversations with people in his
market. Here’s how it looks.
Conversations -> Candidates & Job Orders -> Submittals ->
Send Outs -> Placements -> $$
Tracking send outs and placements comes naturally to Joe. Tracking $$ is super easy,
because recruiting fees are his sole source of income, so it’s a simple matter of looking at
his bank statement, albeit an occasionally painful exercise.
How can Joe track conversations, candidates, job orders, and submittals? He could
paint on the wall, but he doesn’t want to lose his apartment security deposit. All he
needs is a notepad. Every day gets its own page. Every time he speaks to someone, he
can make a tick mark under Conversations. Every time he speaks to and gets to know a
candidate, a tick mark goes in that section. And the same for every time he takes a Job
Order and submits someone.
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Joe Starts With One
Now we’re calling for Joe to track four additional metrics, and he’s really not feeling it.
It’s a lot to ask. So let’s make it even simpler for him to get started. Joe could make
meaningful progress tracking only one. Which one?
Conversations! It’s the thing he has the most control over. Not complete control, but
much more than any other metric we’re considering.
Trog lived by his visits. Joe can live by his conversations.
At first, Joe should simply keep track of how many conversations he has each day. Even
that can be a challenge, for two reasons. One, he needs to build the practice of marking a
tally for every call. Anything new is a distraction, and it’s easy to fall back into old habits.
So, he’ll have to build a new habit. A trick to make that easier is to associate the word
“goodbye” or “bye” with a tick mark. If he says that word or anything like it, a mark goes
on the pad.
Two – and here’s the hard one – Joe has to be willing to look at the truth. That’s what
has stopped him time and time again from even getting started with metrics. He wants
the benefit of metrics, but he’s afraid of what he’ll learn about himself.
What if he’s only having a couple of conversations every day? What if he doesn’t even
need a notepad because he could count them on his fingers? How embarrassed will he
feel to actually know?

Joe Beats Himself With a Club
For the first few days of tracking his conversations, Joe counts five the first day, seven
the second day, and six the third. He planned to sum everything up at the end of the
week, but he can’t resist. The total? 18. “Eighteen measly conversations,” he thinks to
himself. “What kind of lousy recruiter am I?”
And the self-attack only worsens from there. By the time he’s lying awake in bed that
night, he’s second-guessing most of his life decisions. He, like so many others getting
started with metrics, is already about to quit.
What would you suggest Joe do? He really needs to remove the self-judgment from this
process, wouldn’t you agree? It’s not about determining whether what he’s doing right
now is enough by some preconceived standard of success (that may not even actually
apply to him.) Rather, we want him to simply figure out where he is now, so he can take
one step in the right direction: forward.
Metrics are a form of science. And while there is a critical emotional component to
success, if any given emotion is holding Joe back, he’s got to let go of it. If he can’t be
purely objective, he should replace the emotion with one that empowers, rather than
11
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hinders. Sometimes that means embracing the polar opposite emotion of what he’d
normally feel.
In this case, when looking at his numbers, he should replace the shame he fears he’ll feel
with pride that he’s found the strength to improve, starting with an objective, judgmentfree look in the mirror.
The best advice we could give to Joe is that metrics aren’t supposed to be a club to beat
himself with. Done right, they’ll be a source of motivation to push him forward, and in
those cases where he doesn’t hit his objectives, provide an opportunity to learn.
Nowhere in that equation is there room for guilt or punishment.

Joe Just Keeps Count (…and Then Adds One)
Following our sage advice, Joe decides to “just keep count.” He tracks the number of
conversations he has each day, and after a week, he calculates the daily average: six.
Looking at the number, he feels he can do a little better and sets a minimum of one
additional conversation on average every day: seven. It’s not going to change his life,
but it is the first step on the path.
How do you lose weight? A pound at a time. How do you learn the guitar? One chord at
a time. How do you improve your recruiting metrics? You get the idea.
That doesn’t mean Joe can’t make tremendous progress in even a relatively short
amount of time. In fact, by tracking his numbers, he feels a renewed sense of control
over his day. He starts to feel on top of things, like he’s working toward something
again. That’s a motivating, energizing feeling.
By week three he’s ready to increase his minimum again: eight. And by the end of the
month, he feels like a different person. He’s focused, moving forward, and finally
starting to enjoy his work again. As he starts to feel good about what he’s doing, that
enjoyment comes across in every phone call and every conversation. Everything he does
benefits from it, and setbacks are just that: temporary obstacles on the path.
With determination, he focuses on the one most important thing in his day. Searching
through his database and browsing that infamous online professional linking website so
familiar to us recruiters becomes a means to an end. Planning, training, and sourcing no
longer consume his day but support it.

Joe Gets Predictable
As Joe makes progress and habits form, he starts tracking other numbers, too. He’s
comfortable now with his conversation tally, so expanding that to candidates and job
orders is pretty straightforward. Just keeping count, he’s able to start looking at the
relationships between his numbers and start asking the right questions about how to
improve them.
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There’s a Holy Grail of sorts for not just every independent recruiter, but every
salesperson living on commissions and every entrepreneur who only eats what he kills.
It’s called “predictable income.” It’s seemingly what we sacrifice when we leave the
corporate world behind and say adios to having a boss. When we set out on a path of
complete self-determination and freedom, we lose the security of a stable paycheck. It’s
a decision that comes to haunt many, if not most of us.
Predictable income came for Joe once he calculated the steps between conversations
and placements. So long as he maintained his minimums, like Trog visiting his watering
holes and game trails, he knew he would not only get by, but make progress toward
living the life of abundance he wanted.
The surprisingly simple truth is that if you want to have predictable income, you
yourself must become predictable. Trog predictably visited the game trails and watering
holes every day. Joe has conversations every day with a minimum number of people in
his market, determined by his current stage of development. If you can count on you,
then you can count on the money you will make.
And it all starts with something so simple a caveman could draw it on the wall of his
cave.
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Addendum: Trog’s Life Lessons
You can stop reading now if you like. Hopefully, I’ve convinced you that metrics can be
so simple, yet so meaningful. If so, my job here is done. If not, drop me a line and we can
have a happy argument on the subject.
But if you’re so inclined, read on to learn more from the story of Trog.
• Pg. 3: “He would do whatever necessary to win her over.”
Change is hard. It’s the hardest thing in the world. Trog found his motivation to change
in the eyes of a woman he fell in love with. What’s your motivation?
• Pg. 4: “But it also raises the stakes, and a failure is no longer a short-term
delay, but a life-changing setback. Or is it?”
Being led by your deepest motivation is a beautiful thing, but it’s not without pitfalls. Be
careful that you don’t inflate the significance of your failures. They are but delays.
• Pg. 3: “His charge was to become a successful hunter whose efforts
yielded a surplus…”
As recruiters, our charge is to also become successful hunters whose efforts yield a
surplus… of cash. Success for Trog was eating more than he needed so he could fatten
up. What’s success for you?
• Pg. 3: “…if you want to be more successful in an endeavor, spend more
time doing it.”
A truism, indeed. But it leads to a question often left unanswered. What is it exactly that
you do as a recruiter? The answer isn’t “post on job boards and browse search results on
the professional networking site.” The answer is “connect with people, and then connect
those people to each other.” Spend more time doing that.
• Pg. 5: “Trog needed to get smart about his hunting…”
What does it mean to not only work hard as a recruiter, but to work smart? Do you have
a system, or do you throw stuff against the wall and see what sticks? If you have a
system, is it working? It’s worth pondering.
• Pg. 5: “He learned nothing from only marking his successes…”
Successes are wonderful and worth celebrating every time, but there’s not a lot of
meaningful data in them. We benefit more from looking at the work that yielded the
success, and even more importantly, the failures along the way.
• Pg. 5: “…all Trog really had control over was how many times per day he
checked a watering hole…”
What do you actually have control over in your day? Do you consider your day a
success/failure based on what you have control over? Or do you go home feeling
defeated if you don’t make that placement or arrange that send out?
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• Pg. 5: “He would split his time between foraging, hunting, and training
with his spear. “
How do you split your time between training, planning, marketing, and recruiting?
There’s no one right way to divvy things up, and it can change depending on your
numbers. Sometimes it makes the most sense to invest most of your time into
marketing. But once you have a few good job orders, you switch into recruiting mode.
The point is: when splitting your time, be conscious and deliberate rather than
reactionary.
• Pg. 6: “Incremental progress was the name of the game.”
Incremental progress is key to all forms of growth, but that’s not to say there aren’t
spurts. Sometimes you cross a line and your progress feels like it’s been turbo-charged.
Other times, you hit a plateau and have to wait that out. But don’t believe anybody who
tells you incremental progress isn’t a necessary and inevitable element of growth.
Nobody goes from couch potato to marathon runner without first completing a 5k.
• Pg. 6: “To get good at hunting, he needed to actually hunt.”
In 18 years, I’ve met all types, including recruiters who don’t actually do much by way of
recruiting. Lots and lots of training, lots of planning, lots of practicing, lots of
technology… little actual work. Don’t fall into that trap. Training is very important, but
no amount of rehearsing will compare to actually connecting with and serving people
over the phone.
• Pg. 6: “That became his goal, his minimum: four visits per day.”
Goal-setting is a science and an art. My father was the first person I ever heard define a
goal as a minimum. The power of that is huge. Don’t reach for the stars. Don’t even
reach for your ceiling. Plant yourself firmly on a floor and stay there until you’re ready to
take one step up and make that your new floor.
• Pg. 6: “Some days he pushed himself for five. Other days he got distracted
and only marked two or three.”
I was tempted to teach Trog “failure analysis” but that didn’t make the final cut of the
story. What do you do when you fail to hit your minimum for the day, the week, or the
quarter? There must be a process for learning from that failure. I teach my coaching
clients a process I learned from my father. If you’d like me to teach it to Trog so you can
learn it, too, please let me know.
• Pg. 7: “She saw the intensity of his training…”
People notice when you’re fully engaged. Work becomes easy when you’re focused. It’s
actually the distractions that make things hard.
• Pg. 8: “The more he succeeded, the easier it felt.”
Success begets success. When you’re running hot, it’s like nothing can stop you. But
failure also begets failure. Sometimes it seems like you can’t catch a break. What’s the
common denominator? You. More specifically, how you feel. You work better and are
more likely to succeed when you’re feeling confident.
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• Pg. 8: “While his hunt did not yield a kill every day, he knew what was
most important of all: to keep visiting the water holes.”
There’s a great book by Gary Keller called The One Thing. I recommend it to all my
coaching clients. What’s your one thing?
• Pg. 2: “Trog relented, and they’d been friends
since. He even named the creature: ‘Dog’.”
Everyone needs a dog. Dogs make you a better person and
knowing how to train and care for a dog will make you a
better recruiter. Everything you need to understand about
people can be learned in relationship with a canine.
Stay tuned for my next e-book on understanding
candidates, hiring managers, and colleagues through the lens of training, caring for, and
loving a dog…
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